NEED A SOPHISTICATED
SOLUTION?
WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED.
Data management by stratEDI.
Our clearing center cctop is a central communications platform that minimizes the work
that goes into business processes and
logistics as much as possible.

Data to be communicated is entered into cctop,
converted into the required format if necessary
and forwarded to the receiver – fully automatically,
securely and reliably.

Digitalized business processes

Be secure: our technology

cctop creates the basis for you to share and
edit business documents both during and
after working hours. Transaction times are
reduced, the flow of information is more
efficient – in times of rising cost pressure,
every detail counts. Thanks to uniform
templates, the mistake rate is minimized and
quick, direct processing brings with it high
customer satisfaction.

With cctop, we offer a cloud-based solution
that is hosted in Germany. Our highperformance EDI server including backup
data mirrors are run in Verizon data centers in
Dortmund. Archives are created on NAS
systems so that your data is doubly protected.

High degree of freedom – for all
Logistics on demand
The automated inventory tracking allows any
shortages to be filled on demand – avoiding
unnecessary inventory as well as unhappy
customers due to delivery bottlenecks.
Thanks to the system’s perfect overview, both
outgoing delivery and incoming goods checks
are also improved.

Many different communication methods are
available for delivery (X.400, email, ftp(s),
AS2 etc.), along with all the relevant
notification types (PRICAT, ORDERS,
DESADV, INVOIC, REMADV etc.). There is
also plenty of flexibility with data formats
(cctop-Flatfile, IDoc, openTransXML, GS1XML, EDIFACT, EANCOM etc.). If users do
not have a data export interface, WebEDI also
offers a simple solutions that can be
integrated.

Customized: WebSolutions for
every scenario

Useful: Tracking & Tracing

With 20 years’ experience and more than
5000 customers, there are some requests
that we get all the time. From this pool of
requests, we have developed a WebSolutions
kit that covers classic WebEDI to automatic
generation of SSCC and EAN128 labels, the
upload of scanner data and the automatic
generation of DESADV (despatch advice) to
logistics management.

We always go the extra mile when we
recognize new customer needs. In spring
2020 we introduced the Tracking &amp;
Tracing function. After logging in to our portal
tracking.cctop.de, it is possible to see a clear
overview of when data was converted and
delivered. Here, you can search by invoice or
delivery number, which makes controlling
business processes much easier.
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